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Abstract

This paper develops a DSGE model with downward nominal wage rigidity, in
which aggregate price and productivity dynamics are exogenously determined by
independent Brownian motions with drift. As a result, the long-run expected value
of unemployment depends positively on the drift coe¢ cients and negatively on
the volatility coe¢ cients of both price and productivity growth processes. Model
prescriptions are empirically tested by using a dataset including a wide sample
of OECD countries from a period spanning from 1961 to 2011. Panel regressions
with �xed e¤ects and time dummies con�rm the expected relation of in�ation and
productivity with unemployment at low frequencies. Long-run unemployment is
negatively correlated with the levels of in�ation and productivity growth, and
positively with their volatilities.
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1. Introduction

One of the fundamental of the Neoclassical Synthesis is the dichotomy between mon-
etary policy and real aggregate variables in the long-run. According to the Synthesis,
variations of nominal variables might have real e¤ects only in the short-run, when adjust-
ments in the economy are prevented by di¤erent types of rigidity. When in the long-run
these rigidities vanish, both prices and wages are free to �uctuate, thereby employment
and output converge to their natural levels. The relation between real variables and
in�ation becomes so vertical and the monetary policy loses its potential e¤ectiveness.
The Classical Dichotomy between real and nominal sides of the economy has been chal-
lenged by several contributions, which conversely argue that the two dynamics are not
necessary independent in the long-run. Starting with Tobin (1972), a huge strand of
literature has stressed in particular on the long-run relation between in�ation and un-
employment, that is on the long-run Phillips curve.1 This paper contributes to this
literature exploring the relationship at low frequencies, between unemployment and the
dynamics of the nominal and real growth of the economy. Such relation is �rstly studied
in the theory, through a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model featured by i)
downward rigidity of nominal wages and ii) exogenous growing processes for prices and
productivity. The main result of the model is a long-run Phillips curve in closed-form,
which relates expected unemployment with in�ation and productivity growth. Impor-
tantly, this long-run relationship disentangles the e¤ects of the levels of in�ation and
productivity growth from the e¤ects of the volatilities of the same processes. According
to the theoretical model, unemployment is negatively related to the levels of price and
productivity growth, whereas it is positively related to their volatilities. The underlying
intuition is that unemployment increases above its natural level, only when downward
rigidities prevent nominal wages from falling in response to a negative shock. This
means that the less the nominal wages are prone to fall in response to a negative shock,
the lower is the probability that labor input overshoots the full employment level in the
short-run. In a long-run prospective, the expected unemployment is lower as well. The
negative association of unemployment at low frequencies with the trends of price and
productivity growth is explained by the fact that, ceteris paribus, the latter push upward
the level of nominal wages, making them less exposed to negative realizations of exoge-
nous shocks. The positive association of unemployment with the volatilities of price and
productivity growth is instead explained because these volatilities a¤ect directly the
variability of nominal wages. For any given trends, a higher volatility in either nominal
or real processes makes then nominal wages more inclined to being constrained after a

1Some works dealing with the long-lasting e¤ects of in�ation on unemployment are Fisher and
Seater (1993), King and Watson (1994), Akerlof et al. (1996, 2000) and Fair (2000). Ball (1997 and
1999) notes instead that the natural unemployment rate increased among the OECD countries during
disin�ationary periods. More recently, Svensson (2015) argues on the long-run unemployment costs
due to the undershooting of in�ation target.
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negative shock. As an implication for the long-run, the macroeconomic volatility a¤ects
positively the expected unemployment rate. The theoretical prescriptions of the model
are tested empirically in the second part of the paper. The empirical section uses panel
data to present a cross-country analysis aimed to capture the international evidence on
the associations at low frequencies between unemployment and the moments of price and
productivity growth. A linear version of the long-run Phillips curve found in the theory,
is estimated using data provided by a sample of 33 members of OECD countries for the
period spanning from 1961 to 2011. Unemployment mean is the endogenous variable,
whereas mean and standard deviation of both in�ation and productivity growth are the
regressors.2 The results of panel regressions support the implications of the theory, sug-
gesting that unemployment at low frequencies, is negatively correlated with the levels of
price and productivity growth, whereas it is positively correlated with their volatilities.
Remarkably, these results are robust not only by using di¤erent measures of in�ation
and productivity, but also when the estimates keep track of the degree of rigidity of
the countries analyzed. In the countries with highest values of price in�ation mean, in
which nominal wages are generally less likely to be a¤ected by downward rigidity, the
long-run relations are weaker. Thus, only the coexistence of downward nominal wage
rigidity with growth processes for both real and nominal sides of the economy, allows to
make long-run expected unemployment endogenously determined by the drifts and the
volatilities of the processes that lead the economy.
Both the assumptions of nominal wage rigidities and non-stationary processes for

price and productivity are widely discussed in the literature. As regards the former,
many contributions at micro and macro level, argue on the fact that nominal wages
adjust upwardly more easily than downwardly. In the micro literature, the wage rigidity
is well-documented using data not only at �rm- and industrial-level,3 but also on survey
basis.4 Using survey-based data on US �rms, Bewley (1999) among others, explains
the downward stickiness of nominal wages, contrasting the common view that rigidi-
ties come from the reluctance of workers in accepting wage cuts. His survey indicates
that the �rms are scarcely inclined to cut nominal wages because it would hurt the

2The empirical analysis focuses on the long-run, so to extrapolate the moments at low-frequencies
of the series, the full interval of time is �rstly divided into 10-year rolling windows, then for each
window, it is calculated the average or the standard deviation of the variable of interest. All series used
in regressions are thus compiled with single points, which correspond to the average or the standard
deviation respectively, of the previous 10 years.

3Some examples dealing with US �rms data are Akerlof et al. (1996), Kahn (1997), Card and
Hyslop (1997), Altonji and Devereux (2000), Lebow et al. (2003), Elsby (2009), Fagan and Messina
(2009), Kim and Ruge-Murcia (2009) and Daly et al. (2012). Still using �rm-level data, Dickens et
al. (2007) make a comparison among di¤erent countries. Di¤erently, using industrial-level data Holden
and Wulfsberg (2008) and Messina et al. (2010) provide a multi-country analysis of downward nominal
wage rigidity.

4International evidence based on surveys are for example provided by Holden (2004), Knoppik and
Beissinger (2009), Babecky et al. (2010) among others.
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workers morale and eventually their productivity. In the macro literature most of the
contributions on wage rigidities focus on their relevance in explaining the business cycle
�uctuations with labor markets featured by search and matching frictions, as in Hall
(2005) and Shimer (2005).5 As regards instead the assumption of growing dynamics of
price and productivity levels, it is in line with the experience for most of the developed
countries, at least before the onset of the Great Recession. In particular, the introduc-
tion on a process with drift on prices allows to replicate the behavior of price level under
a monetary policy of strict positive in�ation targeting. Under this policy, the central
bank is able to pursue a certain in�ation level, unless unpredictable shocks that move
the price growth from the target. The �nding that positive level of in�ation might re-
duce the expected unemployment in the long-run relates this paper to the literature that
formalizes the long-lasting e¤ects of price growth on labor market outcomes.6 Adding
downward nominal wage rigidity in a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model,
Kim and Ruge-Murcia (2008), Fagan and Messina (2009), Fahr and Smets (2010) in-
vestigate the so-called greasing e¤ects of in�ation,7 while Akerlof et al. (1996), and
more recently Benigno and Ricci (2011), derive a closed-form solution for the long-run
Phillips curve.8 Starting from an environment similar to Benigno and Ricci (2011), the
model economy of this paper separates the processes that lead the real and the nominal
growth.9 This separation allows to relate expected unemployment contemporaneously
to drifts and volatilities of both real and nominal processes. The positive relation be-
tween long-run unemployment and the macroeconomic volatility links this paper with
the contributions that analyzes separately the real e¤ects of the variability of in�ation10

5More recent contributions in search literature with wage rigidities are Christo¤el et al. (2009),
Gertler and Trigari (2009), Barnichon (2010), Blanchard and Gali (2010), and Abbritti and Fahr
(2011).

6Considering a non-zero in�ation level in the long-run, this paper is also related to the macro
literature that focuses on positive value of steady state in�ation, that is the literature on trend in�ation.
See for instance Ascari (2004), Ascari and Sbordone (2014).

7Loboguerrero and Panizza (2006) �nd that the greasing e¤ects of in�ation are more relevant in
those countries where the labor market is highly regulated. Restricting the analysis to Switzerland for
the 1990s, Fehr and Gotte (2005) stress on the role of nominal rigidity for the long-run Phillips curve.
They show that during the periods featured by low in�ation, unemployment rate is higher in those
Swiss cantons more a¤ected by downward nominal wage rigidity.

8With a dynamic general equilibrium model featured by downward nominal wage rigidities similar
to Benigno and Ricci (2011) and Fagan and Messina (2009), Daly and Hobijn (2014) study instead the
long-run Phillps curve by solving for the non-linear dynamics of the model.

9Benigno and Ricci (2011) consider indeed a single exogenous process on nominal spending, that by
de�nition, joins the dynamics of real and nominal sides of the economy.
10The role of in�ation volatility in explaining real variables dynamics is studied in several papers that

compare di¤erent monetary policy rules with US data as Clarida et al. (1999), Svensson (1999), Taylor
(1999). In cross-countries analysis instead, Fischer (1993), Judson and Orphanides (1999) argue on the
negative e¤ects of in�ation volatility on real growth.
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and of productivity.11 This work shares with those contributions the detrimental e¤ects
of either nominal or real volatility on the labor market outcomes. The �nding instead of
a negative relation between long-run unemployment and the level of productivity links
this paper with the literature that claims that technology progress creates new jobs,
rather than destroys them.12

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 illustrates the theoretical model,
which provides a closed-form solution for the long-run Phillips curve. Section 3 discusses
the data and the results of panel regressions. Section 4 describes the robustness checks
that supports the empirical analysis. Speci�cally, panel regressions are repeated �rstly,
with alternative measures of in�ation and productivity, secondly with di¤erent sub-
periods, and thirdly with the inclusion of interaction terms that capture the role of
nominal rigidities. Section 5 concludes.

2. Theoretical model

The theoretical framework used to study the long-run relationship between unemploy-
ment and nominal growth is a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model
featured by downward nominal wage rigidity (DNWR). For simplicity, the rigidity here
considered is extreme, in the sense that nominal wages are assumed to be totally pre-
vented from falling. This rigidity might be conveniently interpreted as a social norm
that does not allow cuts in nominal wages. The non-negative constraint on nominal
wage dynamics can be written as,

d lnWt > 0 (1)

The model economy follows Benigno and Ricci (2010) and Benigno, Ricci and Surico
(2015), but di¤erently from them, here are introduced two independent processes on
prices and productivity growth. The (logs of) price Pt and labor productivity At follow
indeed two geometric Brownian motions,

d lnPt = �dt+ �PdBP;t , (2)

d lnAt = gdt+ �AdBA;t , (3)

where � and g are the drift coe¢ cients of price and productivity processes; �P and �A
are the corresponding volatility coe¢ cients; BP;t and BA;t are the independent Wiener
processes.
11For instance in di¤erent settings, Hairault et al. (2010) and Benigno et al. (2015) emphasize on

the positive impact on unemployment of the second moments of respectively, total factor productivity
and labor productivity.
12The huge literature that supports the positive association between productivity and long-run em-

ployment, includes among others, Bruno and Sachs (1985), Phelps (1994), Blanchard et al.(1995),
Blanchard and Wolfers (2000), Staiger, Stock, and Watson (2001), Pissarides and Vallanti (2007),
Shimer (2010).
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The rest of the model is very standard. The economy is composed by a continuum
of in�nitely lived households, which derive utility from consuming goods and disutility
from supplying labor. Each household j, with j 2 [0; 1], is heterogenous given that all
its members, i.e. the workers, provide to �rms a speci�c kind of job lt(j). Workers from
di¤erent households compete in a labor market featured by monopolistic competition.
Conversely, �rms are homogenous and determine the labor demand by choosing both the
aggregate level of labor and the optimal allocation between the di¤erent types of labor.
Since prices adjust instantaneously, representative �rm simply chooses the aggregate
labor demand by maximizing the following static pro�t function with respect to the
labor Lt,

PtYt �WtLt: (4)

In pro�t maximization, the only constraint faced by �rms is the production function,
Yt = AtL

�
t , which with � < 1 admits decreasing returns to scale for the labor input. The

�rst order condition of �rm problem equates the nominal wage to the value of marginal
labor productivity,

Wt = �PtAtL
��1
t : (5)

The aggregate labor demand Lt is determined from the wage schedule (5). In turn,
this aggregate labor demand is composed by the individual demands for any types of
labor, through the following CES aggregate,

Lt �
�Z 1

0

lt(j)
�!�1
�! di

� �!
�!�1

; (6)

where �! > 1 represents the elasticity of substitution between labor types. In choos-
ing the optimal demand for any kind of labor, representative �rm considers the following
Dixit-Stiglitz aggregate wage index, which takes as given all individual nominal wages
Wt(j) chosen by the households,

Wt �
�Z 1

0

Wt(j)
1��!di

� 1
1��!

:

The optimal labor allocation for the representative �rm gives the following individual
demand schedule for labor type j,

lt(j) =

�
Wt(j)

Wt

���!
Lt: (7)

Such downward-sloping individual labor demand is considered among the constraints
for household j, which sets autonomously the wage she gains, as in Erceg et al. (2000).
Households j maximizes indeed the present discount value of instantaneous utilities with
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respect to both consumption goods Cjt and nominal wageWt(j). The objective function
can be written as,

Et0

"Z 1

t0

e��(t�t0)

 
lnCjt �

lt (j)
1+�

1 + �

!
dt

#
; (8)

where � > 0 is the preference discount rate and � is the inverse of the elasticity
of labor supply with respect to nominal wage. Utility maximization is subject to the
individual labor demand (7) and to the nominal intertemporal budget constraint,

Et0

�Z 1

t0

QtPtC
j
t dt

�
= Et0

�Z 1

t0

QtWt (j) lt (j) dt

�
; (9)

with Qt the stochastic discount factor in capital markets, where claims to monetary
units are traded. The household intertemporal allocative problem is solved by the �rst
order conditions with respect to consumption at time t and t+1, which give the following
standard Euler equation,

1

Rt
= e��Et

�
Ct
Ct+1

Pt
Pt+1

�
; (10)

where Rt is the gross nominal interest rate. Since it is assumed that capital markets
are complete, the consumption level Ct is uniform among the households. The �rst order
condition with respect to nominal wage determines its optimal level W �

t as,

W �
t = �!PtCtL

�
t : (11)

The optimal nominal wage is equal to the marginal rate of substitution between
consumption and leisure, unless a term �! � �!

�!�1 , which represents the mark-up due to
worker monopoly power. The constraint on nominal wages (1) implies that the current
level of nominal wage is not necessary equal to the optimal one. Whenever the optimal
wage is lower than the wage prevailing in the previous period, i.e. W �

t < Wt�1, the
current level of nominal wage remains �xed to the level of previous period, resulting
therefore higher than the optimal level for the current period,

Wt = Wt�1 > W
�
t

Importantly so far, households are assumed to be myopic with respect to the social norm
that prevents nominal wage from falling. In others words, it is assumed that households
do not consider the non-negative constraint in choosing the optimal wage. Hence the
wage schedule for the myopic households is given by the following,

if W �
t > Wt�1 =) Wt = �!PtCtL

�
t = W

�
t ;

if W �
t < Wt�1 =) Wt = Wt�1 > W

�
t ; (12)
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which states again that the current level of nominal wage equates the current optimal
level if and only if the latter is not lower than the wage prevailing in the previous period.
As shown in Appendix A.1, the wage schedule for households would be slightly di¤erent,
if they consider the non-negative bound on nominal wages (1) among the constraints
of the utility maximization problem. Although the inclusion of the lower bound on
nominal wages among the constraints of households problem, complicates the derivation
of the wage supply schedule, it does not modify substantially the main result of the
theory, that is a long-run Phillips curve in a closed-form. For this reason the main text
continues to consider the case of myopic households. The long-run relation between
expected unemployment and the moments of price and productivity growth processes
prevailing in this environment is derived analytically in the following section.

2.1 Long-run Phillips curve

As in Gali (2011), unemployment is de�ned as the di¤erence between the (logs of)
notional labor supply and the current labor demand, ut � ln(Lnt )� ln(Ldt ). The former
is the labor supply provided by workers under a perfect competitive labor market with
�exible wages. Its value is recovered by equating the real wage to the marginal rate of
substitution between consumption and leisure. In log-terms, it is

lnWt � lnPt = lnCt + � ln(Lnt ): (13)

Since all goods produced by the �rms are consumed, it is possible to combine the
goods market clearing condition, the labor demand determined by (5) and the notional
labor supply determined by (13) in order to rewrite the unemployment rate as,

ut = � (lnWt � lnPt � lnAt � �� ln�) ; (14)

where � and �� are de�ned as � � 1+�
�(1��) and �� �

�+�
1+�
. Conveniently, the (log of)

notional supply Lnt can be rewritten as the sum of the (log of) labor supply L
�
t , provided

by workers under a monopolistically competitive labor market with �exible wages, and
the constant term 1

�
ln�!, which de�nes the natural unemployment as in Gali (2011),

ln (Lnt ) = ln (L
�
t ) +

1

�
ln�!; (15)

Plugging (14) into (15) gives the gap between supply and demand in a labor market
featured by monopolist competition,

ln (L�t )� ln
�
Ldt
�
= � (lnWt � lnPt � lnAt � �� ln�)�

1

�
ln�!; (16)

The wage norm assumed in the model ensures that, whenever nominal wage is equal
to its optimal level, i.e. Wt = W

�
t , the economy behaves like with �exible wages, thereby
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labor market clears, i.e. ln (L�t ) = ln
�
Ldt
�
. Considering (16) and (14), this means that

in that case unemployment is constant and equal to its natural level. Whenever instead,
the current nominal wage is higher than its optimal level, unemployment is no more
constant, but rises above its natural level. In this case, the labor gap is positive and
unemployment follows a dynamics led by the underlying processes of prices and produc-
tivity. Taking the unemployment equation (14) in di¤erential terms, it is straightforward
to note that whenever lower constraint binds, i.e. dWt = 0, unemployment variations
are proportional to d lnPt and d lnAt. Speci�cally, above the lower barrier 1

�
ln�!,

unemployment moves like a geometric Brownian motion with a drift �� (�+ g) and
volatility coe¢ cient �� (�P + �A). Unemployment follows thus a regulated Brownian
motion with a negative drift, given that � > 0. Standard results guarantee that unem-
ployment has a stationary distribution depending on trend and volatility coe¢ cients of
price and productivity processes,13

f(x) =
2#

�~�2
e

2#
�~�2

(x��u)
; (17)

where �u, # and ~�2 are respectively de�ned as �u � 1
�
ln�!, # � �+g and ~�2 � �2P+�2A.

From the stationary distribution (17), it is possible to determine the long-run expected
value for unemployment,

E [u1] = �u+
�~�2

2#
; (18)

Equation (18) is the key equation of the model. It shows that, apart from the natural
level of unemployment �u, the long-run expected value of unemployment depends posi-
tively on the quantity ~�2, that represents the sum of the variability coe¢ cients of price
and productivity processes, and negatively on the quantity #, that represents the sum of
the trend coe¢ cients. The assumption of two separated processes on price and produc-
tivity allows to disentangle the contributions of nominal and real dynamics on expected
unemployment. However, since the moments of in�ation and productivity growth enters
into equation (18) symmetrically, their contributions are equal from a qualitatively point
of view. Interestingly, equation (18) states that long-run unemployment has a positive
expected value. As a result, the di¤erential of long-run unemployment du1 has to be
null in expectation terms. Taking then, for both sides of unemployment equation (14),
i) the long-run di¤erentials and ii) the expected values, it derives the following,

E [d lnW1] = �+ g: (19)

that states that the expected long-run dynamics of nominal wages, that is the ex-
pected long-run nominal wage in�ation, is given by the sum of the trends in price in�a-
tion and productivity. Combining equations (19) and (18) yields the expected long-run

13See for more details Harrison (1985).
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unemployment depending directly on the expected long-run nominal wage in�ation,

E [u1] = �u+
�~�2

2E [d lnW1]
: (20)

Equation (20) is a long-run Phillips curve (LRPC) that highlights the negative rela-
tion of expected unemployment with the level of nominal wage in�ation and the positive
relation with the macroeconomic volatility. Equation (20) emphasizes that, in an envi-
ronment featured by downward nominal wage rigidity, the expected unemployment at
low frequencies depends on how much nominal wages grows on average. The higher is
the trend in nominal wage in�ation, the lower is the expected value of unemployment.
Considering indeed a certain period of time, the higher is the level of wage in�ation, the
fewer will be on average the episodes during which negative realizations of normally dis-
tributed shocks need a fall in optimal nominal wages. Moreover, when optimal nominal
wage needs e¤ectively to fall, on average it will decrease less, because the higher wage
in�ation will alleviate the impact of any shock This has a consequence on the short-run
unemployment, which will increase above its natural level at a lower frequency and for
lower amounts than it would do with lower levels of wage in�ation. This implies that
expected value of unemployment rate in the long-run will be lower.

3. International evidence

This section tests on a cross-country basis, the main conclusions of the theoretical model.
The empirical analysis aims to study the relationship between long-run unemployment
and the moments of both in�ation and productivity growth processes. The associa-
tions this analysis wishes to investigate, are provided by equation (18), that makes the
expected long-run unemployment depending on the normalized variances of price in�a-
tion and productivity growth, with normalization rate given by the sum of the nominal
and real trends. To test if the theoretical prescriptions are con�rmed in the data even
with a simple empirical strategy, the panel regression model considered is linear and
static. Equation (18) is indeed approximated by a speci�cation that makes long-run
unemployment depending linearly on the moments of both in�ation and productivity
dynamics. The individual contributions of trends and volatilities are studied using an
international dataset, that presents two important features. The �rst one is that, along
with the variability of cross-sectional dimension, the dataset includes the variability of
times-series dimension, since it collects observations for each country on annually basis
from 1961 to 2011. Although the analysis is focused on the long-run, considering just
the simple averages of the variables for the full sample interval do not allow to take
into account the structural changes, that have a¤ected the variables dynamics during
the Great Moderation and the Great Recession. The mean and the standard deviation
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of di¤erent variables are instead calculated on 10-year rolling windows basis, in order
to keep track of the time-variability of the data. The second feature of the dataset
concerns the sample of countries analyzed. The international comparison is limited
to advanced countries, that traditionally exhibit moderate variability in both real and
nominal terms.14 This restriction is motivated by the necessity of collecting su¢ ciently
long series for all variables. For each country, there are calculated yearly series i) for
the levels of unemployment rate, in�ation rate and productivity growth rate and ii) for
the standard deviations of in�ation and productivity rate. For both i) and ii), any value
of the series corresponds respectively, to the average and to the standard deviation of
the variable levels observed in the previous 10 years. The dataset so compiled, that is
however unbalanced, is used in panel regressions with �xed e¤ect and time dummies.
The next Section 3.1 describes in details the data used, while the following Section 3.2
discusses the results of panel regressions.

3.1 Data

The unemployment rate is the endogenous variable for all speci�cations considered
below. The unemployment rate series is recovered by OECD Annual Labor Force
Statistics, as the yearly percentage of unemployed workers on civilian labour force
(YGTT06PC_ST).
To measure the mean and the volatility of in�ation at low frequencies, two alternative

variables are compared in the baseline speci�cations. The �rst one is the growth rate of
CPI index for all items, which is the variable that probably best �ts the growing process
for prices assumed in the theory. As argued above, under an exogenous process with
drift, the price level has a pattern similar to the one that it would follow if the monetary
authority pursued a policy of strict in�ation targeting. Since generally, the central banks
that have adopted an in�ation targeting, have taken the growth rate of consumer prices
as the benchmark on which decided the target, the choice of CPI increments to measure
level and volatility of price in�ation is very reasonable. Such measure of price in�ation
is also used in other empirical contributions on the real e¤ects of in�ation, as Fischer
(1993) and Judson and Orphanides (1996). Despite the analysis of these contributions
focus on the short-run e¤ects of in�ation on growth, they shares with this paper the
emphasis on the relation between real variables and in�ation volatility.15 The series for
consumer in�ation are recovered by the OECD Consumer price indices database, as the

14The countries considered in the sample are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
South Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russian
Federation, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States.
15Di¤erently in particular, from Judson and Orphanides (1996), in this paper the in�ation volatility

is not computed using quarterly observations, because annually data appears more informative for an
analysis at low frequencies.
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percentage changes on the previous year of CPI index for all items (CPALTT). The
alternative variable used to measure long-run in�ation moments is the GDP de�ator,
whose availability of data is su¢ ciently long to make feasible the comparison with the
CPI index for all goods. Such comparison is useful because, although CPI index and
GDP de�ator are both commonly used in literature to measure the price in�ation, they
di¤er signi�cantly with respect to the variability of the series. Increments of GDP
de�ator, which are provided by the OECD Annual National Accounts as the percentage
changes on the previous year, result in particular much less volatile than the increments
of CPI index.16

Since the theoretical model presented above, considers the labor input as the single
factor used in the production process, the mean and the volatility of productivity growth
are measured through the variations of the marginal contribution of labor. Given that
observations on total hours are very short for several countries in the sample, the mar-
ginal contribution of labor is measured in terms of output per employed workers. The
labor productivity growth is obtained by the yearly increments of the ratio between the
real gross value added at basic prices and the total employment. For the former, data
are provided by OECD Annual National Accounts, through the series of gross domestic
product calculated according to output approach at constant prices and constant PPPs.
For the employment, data are given by Annual Labor Force Statistics, through the series
of total employment (YGTT04L1_ST) and of civilian employment (YGTT08L1_ST).
When data available are su¢ ciently long, the series on total employment are preferred.17

Since for most of the countries, the total employment series start in the Seventies,18 the
interval of time actually analyzed in the panel regressions for those countries, is restricted
of about ten years.

3.2 Panel regressions

In the baseline speci�cation, unemployment rate ui;t for country i at time t, is regressed
over level and volatility terms of in�ation and labor productivity growth, as the following
equation shows,

ui;t = �1�i;t + �2gi;t + �3 (�P )i;t + �4 (�A)i;t + �i + �t + "i;t , (21)

where �i;t and (�P )i;t indicate respectively, the mean and the standard deviation
of in�ation. Analogously, gi;t and (�A)i;t indicate the mean and standard deviation of

16Considering for instance the full database, the standard deviation for the CPI in�ation series is
0; 54 versus 0; 20 for GDP de�ator variations.
17Civilian employment is taken as the measure of labor input for Austria, Chile, Greece, Israel, Japan,

South Korea, Mexico, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland.
18The only countries in the sample with total employment series starting before than 1970 are Den-

mark, France, South Korea, Netherlands, United Kingdom.
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labor productivity growth. The further regressors �i and �t indicate the country and
time �xed e¤ects. These dummy variables capture the e¤ects on unemployment due to
factors related to the structural characteristics of any country and to the speci�c events
happened during the years analyzed.
The estimation results are shown in Table 1. In speci�cations 1 and 2, unemployment

at low frequencies is regressed only over in�ation terms. With either CPI in�ation
or GDP de�ator increments, unemployment results to depend negatively on in�ation
mean and positively on in�ation volatility. Similarly, in speci�cation 4 unemployment is
regressed only on labor productivity terms. Still the signs of the estimated coe¢ cients
for productivity are in line with the theory, that is negative for the mean and positive
for the volatility, but they are not statistically signi�cant. When in speci�cations 5-6,
both real and nominal moments are included into regressions, all the four associations of
unemployment with drift and volatility of price and productivity growth are statistically
signi�cant and with the signs predicted by the theory. Independently from how in�ation
is measured, in speci�cations 5 and 6 unemployment is a¤ected negatively by the levels
and positively by the volatilities of both price and productivity growth.
Importantly, all speci�cations that include mean and standard deviation of in�ation

present an appropriated R2 for �xed e¤ect models, i.e. the LSDV-R2 -where LSDV
indicates the regression method of Least Squares Dummy Variables-, higher than 0; 75.
The �tness of the estimates con�rm that, albeit the speci�cations used in panel regres-
sions are only linear approximations of the non-linear long-run Phillips curve (18), the
data well support the opposite e¤ects of drifts and volatilities on long-run unemploy-
ment. These e¤ects are especially remarkable for the in�ation terms, because even at
low frequencies, the level and the volatility of price growth are highly positively corre-
lated.19 This positive correlation does not however prevent the level and the variability
of in�ation from having an opposite impact on the long-run unemployment mean.20

4. Robustness

In the following paragraphs the panel regressions are repeated in order to check the
robustness of the estimation results under di¤erent conditions. The relation between
19Considering the full dataset, the correlation among mean and standard deviation computed over

10-year rolling windows is 0; 95 and 0; 88 respectively, for the increments of CPI index and of de�ator
index.
20To mitigate the positive correlation among level and volatility of price growth in the short-run,

Judson and Orphanides (1996) consider an intra-year measure of in�ation volatility that uses quarterly
data. To check the robustness with quarterly data of the results here obtained, panel regressions
described in Section 3.2 have been repeated with the same intra-year measure of in�ation volatility
used by Judson and Orphanides (1996). Estimation results are analogous to the ones obtained with
annually data and are available upon request.
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unemployment and the moments of price and productivity growth is tested �rstly, con-
sidering alternative measures of in�ation and productivity, secondly, dividing the full
sample interval into two sub-periods, and thirdly, taking into account the di¤erent degree
of nominal rigidity between the countries.

4.1 Alternative measures of in�ation and productivity

As discussed in Section 2.1, the unemployment equation (18) can be conveniently rewrit-
ten as equation (20) that makes the expected long-run unemployment depending directly
on the expected long-run nominal wage in�ation. To test this alternative relation, es-
timations are repeated using mean and standard deviation of nominal wage in�ation
instead of price in�ation in the linear regression model (21). The dynamics of nominal
wage is calculated by collecting data on labor compensation. The series considered is
provided by the OECD Annual National Accounts, as the compensation of labor at
current prices and current PPPs. In Table 1 are shows with speci�cation 3, the re-
sults obtained by regressing unemployment mean over average and standard deviation
of wage in�ation, whereas with speci�cation 7, the results obtained by regressing unem-
ployment mean over averages and standard deviations of both wage in�ation and labor
productivity growth. In both speci�cations the estimated coe¢ cient related to the level
of wage in�ation is negative as the theory suggests. Still the estimated coe¢ cient of the
wage in�ation variability is negative, but it is not statistically signi�cant when labor
productivity terms are included.21

To check also the robustness of the baseline estimations with an alternative measures
of productivity, the panel regressions are run considering the total factor productivity
(TFP) instead of the marginal contribution of labor. The TFP is a more general measure
of productivity and thus, might be read more easily as the last force that leads the real
growth. Using the empirical model (21), the regressions are repeated with the series of
mean and standard deviation of TFP growth, calculated as in Pissarides and Vallanti
(2007) as follows,

d lnAt =
1

�
[d lnYt � (1� �) d lnKt � �d lnLt] ,

where At is the level of TFP, Yt is the GDP at constant price and national currencies, Kt

is the capital stock, Lt is the total employment.22 As shown in Table 2, independently

21The fact that both level and variability of nominal wage in�ation a¤ect negatively long-run un-
employment is remarkable to the extent that, di¤erently from price in�ation, the correlation between
mean and standard deviation of nominal wage in�ation is lower and equals to 0; 31.
22In details, for the real output Y and the capital stock K there are used the gross domestic product

(expenditure approach) and the gross capital formation. Both are taken at constant prices and constant
PPPs. For labor input L, there are used series of the total employment (YGTT04L1_ST) when
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from how it is measured the price in�ation, when nominal and real moments are con-
sidered contemporaneously, as in speci�cations 9 and 10, all estimated coe¢ cients are
in line with the theory. Furthermore there are all statistically signi�cant, but the TFP
growth mean when in�ation is measured with GDP de�ator. In speci�cation 11, the
nominal wage in�ation terms substitute the price in�ation ones and the regression with
TFP con�rms the results obtained with labor productivity. Unemployment is negatively
related to the wage in�ation mean and positively related to the real volatility. Remark-
ably, although the substitution of labor productivity with TFP reduces signi�cantly the
number of observations used in the regressions, the appropriate R2 remains high, above
than 0; 8 for all speci�cations.

4.2 Controlling for sub-periods

To assess how the empirical evidence evolves during the time interval analyzed, panel
regressions are run for sub-periods of the full interval considered in previous sections.
The full sample interval spans a long period that includes the Great Moderation, during
which the dynamics of aggregate variables has changed deeply, especially in developed
countries. To control for the structural break that reduced heavily the volatility of ag-
gregate variables in the 1980s, the full interval is divided into two sub-periods. Following
Kim and Nelson (1999) and Stock and Watson (2002), the cut-o¤ that divides the full
sample period and marks the beginning of Great Moderation is �xed at the end of 1983.
For comparability with the benchmark estimations in Section 3.2, the panel regressions
are repeated using price in�ation and labor productivity. In Table 3 unemployment
mean is regressed over average and standard deviation of CPI index variations and la-
bor productivity growth. With speci�cation 12 are used data up to 1983, while with
speci�cation 13 are used data from 1984 on. Speci�cations 14 and 15 are identical to
the previous two, apart from the variable used to measure the price in�ation, which is
the GDP de�ator and not the CPI index. Estimates for speci�cations that use data
for the sub-period preceding the Great Moderation are never signi�cant. Conversely,
the estimates for speci�cations that use data for the following sub-period are signi�cant
and in line with the theory, at least for volatility of labor productivity and for mean
and volatility of price in�ation. These results indicate that, restricting the analysis
to a period in which many countries experienced a strong reduction in the level and
in the variability of price in�ation, the long-run real e¤ects of pure nominal dynamics
are enhanced. The evidence of a relation between real and nominal dynamics during

available, otherwise the series of civilian employment (YGTT08L1_ST). The labor share � is simply
de�ned as the ratio between aggregate labor compensation and GDP using the same variables in
Pissarides and Vallanti (2007): i) the labor cost, measured as the compensation of employees at current
prices and current PPPs; ii) the gdp de�ator; iii) the labor input; iv) the total number of self-employed
-which are given by Annual Labor Force Statistics (YGTT22L1_ST)- and v) the real output.
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the last decades featured by moderate rate of in�ation, supports the general validity of
the underlying theoretical model. The model provides a long-run relation between un-
employment and nominal dynamics, under the assumption of downward nominal wage
rigidity. By consequence, the long-run relation linking nominal and real sides of the
economy should be dampen, when the level and the variability of in�ation are high and
the downward rigidities on nominal wages are less likely to bind. According to the data,
this is exactly what occurred before the onset of the Great Moderation. To investigate
more on this point, the following section studies how the long-run relation is in�uenced
by the di¤erent rate of in�ation between the countries.

4.3 Nominal rigidity interactions

Along with the growing processes that lead real and nominal sides of the economy, the
existence of long-run Phillips curve detected in Section 2.1 is guaranteed by the presence
of downward nominal wage rigidity. Without a constraint on nominal wages variations,
wages would be to �uctuate freely and unemployment would remain �xed at its natural
level. Hence, price and productivity dynamics should play a predictable role for long-
run unemployment only for those economies actually a¤ected by downward rigidities
on nominal wages. Unfortunately, the degree of wage rigidity across countries is not
easily measurable through a single variable, but it is however possible to discriminate
the countries over the rigidities in the labor market, by considering some proxies related
to the frictions that prevent wages from �uctuating freely. One of these proxies is the
average value of in�ation rate. The level of in�ation pushes indeed upward the nominal
wages, making less relevant the presence of downward rigidities. It derives that the more
in�ated countries should exhibit a less constrained wage dynamics, and in turn, a weaker
relationship between long-run employment and the moments of price and productivity
processes. To assess if e¤ectively this relationship varies according to how heavy are
the nominal rigidities, the country sample is divided into two categories, that separate
the high from the low in�ated countries. Countries are di¤erentiated according to the
in�ation mean over the full interval of time. Table 5 illustrates for each country, the
full sample mean of price in�ation, measured by both CPI index and GDP de�ator, and
the full sample mean value of wage in�ation, measured by the nominal compensation
for employees. A dummy variable ��;i assigns 1 to those countries with the in�ation
mean above the median of the sample, and 0 to those with the in�ation mean below
the median. This dummy enters into the empirical model through the interactions
terms with the baseline regressors discussed above. The linear regression model used
for estimations becomes the following,

ui;t = �1�i;t (1 + �5��;i) + �2gi;t (1 + �6��;i) +

+�3 (�P )i;t (1 + �7��;i) + �4 (�A)i;t (1 + �8��;i) + �i + �t + "i;t , (22)
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Table 6 shows the estimates obtained from three speci�cations that share the regres-
sion equation (22), but use di¤erent variables to measure the in�ation. Results are very
clear for speci�cations 16 and 17, that use data of price in�ation. As in speci�cation 5
and 6, for mean and standard deviation of the price growth and for mean of the labor
productivity growth, the estimated direct impacts on long-run unemployment are sta-
tistically signi�cant and with signs coherent with the theory. Still for the interactions of
mean and standard deviation of the price in�ation with the in�ation dummy, the esti-
mated coe¢ cients are statistically signi�cant, but they present opposite signs. For high
in�ated countries, which face a regression equation (22) with ��;i = 1, it is positive the
additional contribution of in�ation and productivity mean, whereas it is negative the ad-
ditional contribution of in�ation volatility. It follows that for high in�ated countries, the
overall impact of price in�ation and productivity growth on long-term unemployment
are substantially dampen with respect to the overall impact for less in�ated countries,
whose additional contributions of interaction terms are null, given that ��;i = 0. There-
fore, the estimations highlight that the explicative role of price and productivity growth
for long-run unemployment is weaker for those countries in which prices pressure is
heavier and the nominal rigidities are less likely to bind. The empirical results supports
the theory even when in�ation is measured by the nominal wage growth, as in speci-
�cation 18. Focusing on the direct e¤ect of wage in�ation level on unemployment at
low frequencies, the estimated correlation is statistically signi�cant and negative like in
speci�cation 7. That correlation changes the sign becoming positive, when it is consid-
ered the additional e¤ect of wage in�ation level reserved to the countries with relative
high nominal wage in�ation. Like in the case of price growth, it means that the overall
e¤ect of wage in�ation level on long-run unemployment is mitigated for those countries,
where wages increase more on average and the downward rigidities are less likely to
bind.

5. Conclusions

This paper studies the long-run relation between unemployment and the last forces
that drive the overall growth, that is productivity and in�ation that in turn a¤ect
respectively, the real and the nominal dimension of the economy. This paper emphasizes
that drifts and volatilities of productivity and in�ation have opposite e¤ects on expected
unemployment in the long-run, especially in those economies more a¤ected by downward
nominal wage rigidities. As regards the drifts indeed, they are negative related to
expected unemployment, because by fostering the nominal growth, they reduce the
probability that for a given negative shock, i) nominal wages are dragged to the lower
bound, ii) the labor margin compensates, and iii) the expected unemployment in the
long-run lies above the natural level. On the other side, the volatilities of productivity
and in�ation are positively related to the expected unemployment, because for any given
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trend in nominal growth, they amplify variables �uctuations making less likely wages
to be free to �uctuate and, in a longer prospective, more likely unemployment rate to
be higher than the natural level. These associations are �rstly derived from the theory
through a dynamic stochastic general equilibriummodel featured by i) Brownian motions
with drift for productivity and price growth and ii) downward rigidity for nominal wages.
The theoretical model allows to obtain a long-run Phillips curve in closed form, which
relates the long-run expected unemployment with the growth dynamics of productivity
and prices. The same associations are con�rmed empirically through panel estimations
with �xed e¤ects, which consider a linear approximation of the Phillips curve derived
in the theory. Long-run mean of unemployment is regressed over averages and standard
deviations at low frequencies of productivity and price growth. Regressions are run using
a database that encompass annual observations for the most of OECD members from
1961 to 2011. Panel estimations suggest that whether the presence of nominal wage
rigidities is heavier, especially when the in�ation pressures are sluggish, the relationship
derived from the theory between unemployment and growth dynamics of productivity
and prices is well established in the data.
Despite the paper does not include a policy analysis, the main �ndings support the

e¤ectiveness of monetary policy in the long-run. Focusing indeed, on the nominal dy-
namics of the economy, the analysis here developed suggests that any measure aimed
to foster the nominal growth might contribute to clear the labor market. Meanwhile,
any measure of price stabilization allows to limit the harmful e¤ects of macroeconomic
volatility. Since the price level contributes to sustain the nominal growth, as the pro-
ductivity level does for the real growth, policymakers should not be then particularly
adverse to measures aimed to raise the in�ation level, still in a long-run prospective.
Although the role of in�ation on labor market outcomes has been widely discussed in the
literature at business cycle frequencies, its role has been less analyzed on a prospective
of long horizon. Nevertheless, if the structure of labor market is featured by nominal
wage rigidities, as the micro literature suggests for many advanced economies, even the
long-run relation between unemployment and in�ation level deserves more attention.
To shed the light on this issue, a promising way could be to study the relation in a
di¤erent framework that admits unemployment at the steady state, as the models with
search and matching frictions in the labor market. On the empirical side instead, the
study of the jointly dynamics at low frequencies of macroeconomic volatility and labor
market outcomes is on my research agenda. A possible way to tackle with this kind of
analysis is to consider a time varying parameters VAR model with stochastic volatility.
Time varying parameters and heteroskedastic variance of VAR innovations allows to re-
cover not only estimated measures of long-run mean of endogenous variables, but also of
their volatilities. Moreover through the spectral analysis, that investigate the empirical
model on the frequency domain, it is possible to discern the contribution of long-run
components to the estimated variance of variables. Thereby the introduction among
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the endogenous variables of some proxy of macroeconomic volatility, as for instance the
economic policy uncertainty provided by Baker et al. (2015), allows to explore directly
the comovement at low frequencies of macroeconomic volatility and unemployment rate.
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Appendix

A.1 Wage decision for forward-looking workers

In this appendix, the wage decision problem is solved for not-myopic households, that is
for households that are aware of the lower bound on nominal wage changes, i.e. dWt > 0.
In this case, each j household chooses a sequence of optimal nominal wages, among the
ones belonging to the space 
 of non-decreasing stochastic processes fWt (j)g. In details
each j household maximizes the following objective function,

Et

�Z 1

t

e��(t�t0)� (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt

�
; (23)

where the surplus � (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) for period t can be de�ned as � (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) ��
1

PtCt

�
Wt (j) lt (j) �

�
lt(j)

1+�

1+�

�
.23 Objective function (23) is concave over a convex set.

The set 
 is convex because for any x 2 
 and y 2 
 then �x + (1� �) y 2 
 for
each � 2 [0; 1]. Objective function is concave in Wt (j) because it is an integral of func-
tions � (�) that are concave in the �rst-argument. The value function V (�) associated
to household problem is given by

V (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) = max
fW� (j)g1�=02


Et

�Z 1

t

e��(t�t0)� (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt

�
: (24)

The related Bellman equation for the wage-setter problem can be written as

�V (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt = max
dWt(j)

� (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt+ Et [dV (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At)] ;

(25)
subject to dWt (j) > 0. Or,

max
dWt(j)

� (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt+ Et [dV (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At)]� �t (�dWt (j)) ; (26)

where �t is the multiplier associated to the inequality constraint dWt (j) > 0. The
�rst order condition gives

VW (j) (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) + �t = 0; (27)

23Using both aggregate labor demand (5) and individul labor demand (7), the household surplus
becomes

� (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) = �

�
Wt(j)

Wt

�1��!
� 1

1 + �

 �
Wt(j)

Wt

���! ��PtAt
Wt

� 1
1��
!1+�

:
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with �t (�dWt (j)) = 0 as complementary slackness condition. The �rst term on the
LHS of (27) comes from the expected value of dV (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At). Indeed, from the
Ito�s lemma it holds,

Et [dV (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At)] = Et
�
VWt(j) (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dWt (j)

�
+

+Et [VW (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dWt] +

+
1

2
Et
�
VWW (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dW

2
t

�
+

+Et [VP (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dPt] +

+
1

2
Et
�
VPP (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dP

2
t

�
+

+Et [VA (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dAt] +

+
1

2
Et
�
VAA (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dA

2
t

�
+

+Et [VWP (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dWtdPt] +

+Et [VWA (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dWtdAt] ; (28)

where to obtain (28) it is considered that dWt (j) has �nite variance, that is it
holds dWt (j)

2 = dWt (j) dWt = dWt (j) dPt = dWt (j) dAt = 0. From (2) and (3), the
processes that lead dynamics of price and productivity levels are,

dPt =

�
�+

�2P
2

�
Ptdt+ �PPtdBP;t ; (29)

(dPt)
2 = �2PP

2
t dt; (30)

and

dAt =

�
g +

�2A
2

�
Atdt+ �AAtdBA;t ; (31)

(dAt)
2 = �2AA

2
tdt: (32)

The two processes are independent, thereby Et [dPtdAt] = 0. Plugging (29)-(32) into
(28), it becomes

Et [dV (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At)] = Et
�
VWt(j) (�) dWt (j)

�
+

+Et [VW (�) dWt] +
1

2
Et
�
VWW (�) dW 2

t

�
+

+VP (�)
�
�+

�2P
2

�
Ptdt+

1

2
VPP (�)�2PP 2t dt+

+VA (�)
�
g +

�2A
2

�
Atdt+

1

2
VAA (�)�2AA2tdt+

+Et [VWP (�) dWtdPt] + Et [VWA (�) dWtdAt] : (33)
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Finally, taking the �rst derivative of (33) with respect to dWt (j), it is gives the �rst
term on the LHS of (27).
Importantly equation (27) and complementary slackness condition ensure the follow-

ing two possible scenarios,

if dWt (j) > 0 =) VW (j) (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) = 0; (34)

if dWt (j) = 0 =) VW (j) (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) � 0: (35)

Focusing only on the case with growing nominal wages, i.e. dWt (j) > 0, the �rst
term on the RHS of (33) cancels out and the Bellman equation (25) becomes,

�V (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt = � (�) dt+

+Et [VW (�) dWt] +
1

2
Et
�
VWW (�) dW 2

t

�
+

+

�
VP (�)

�
�+

�2P
2

�
Pt +

1

2
VPP (�)�2PP 2t

�
dt+

+

�
VA (�)

�
g +

�2A
2

�
At +

1

2
VAA (�)�2AA2t

�
dt

+Et [VWP (�) dWtdPt] + Et [VWA (�) dWtdAt] : (36)

Di¤erentiating then both sides of (36) with respect to Wt (j), it holds

�V (Wt (j) ;Wt; Pt; At) dt = �W (j) (�) dt+ Et
�
VW (j)WdWt

�
+
1

2
Et
�
VW (j)WWdW

2
t

�
+

+

�
VW (j)P (�)

�
�+

�2P
2

�
Pt +

1

2
VW (j)PP (�)�2PP 2t

�
dt+

+

�
VW (j)A (�)

�
g +

�2A
2

�
At +

1

2
VW (j)AA (�)�2AA2t

�
dt

+E
�
VW (j)WPdWtdPt

�
+ E

�
VW (j)WAdWtdAt

�
: (37)

Since the objective is concave and the set of constraints is convex, the optimal choice
forWt (j) is unique. It follows thatWt (j) =Wt for each j. AlsoWt has a �nite variance,
so that dW 2

t = dWtdPt = dWtdAt = 0. Moreover, super-contact conditions24 require
that when dWt (j) > 0, the following holds

VWt(j)Wt(j) (Wt; Pt; At) = 0; (38)

VWt(j)W (Wt; Pt; At) = 0; (39)

VWt(j)P (Wt; Pt; At) = 0; (40)

VWt(j)A (Wt; Pt; At) = 0: (41)

24See Dixit (1991) and Dumas (1991)
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Equation (37) reduces then to

�VW (�) = �W (�) +

+

�
VWP (�)

�
�+

�2P
2

�
Pt +

1

2
VWPP (�)�2PP 2t

�
+

+

�
VWA (�)

�
g +

�2A
2

�
At +

1

2
VWAA (�)�2AA2t

�
; (42)

where �W (Wt; Pt; At) =
�
1��!
Wt

��
�� �!

�
�PtAt
Wt

� 1+�
1��
�
. De�ning VW (�) � � (�), (42)

can be rewritten as a di¤erential equation of second order,

�1
2
�PP (Wt; Pt; At)�

2
PP

2
tWt �

1

2
�AA (Wt; Pt; At)�

2
AA

2
tWt

��P (Wt; Pt; At)

�
�+

�2P
2

�
PtWt � �A (Wt; Pt; At)

�
g +

�2A
2

�
AtWt

+�� (Wt; Pt; At)Wt

= (1� �!)
"
�� �!

�
�PtAt
Wt

� 1+�
1��
#
: (43)

Now let�s assume that � (Wt; Pt; At)Wt = v
�
~�t

�
with ~�t � PtAt

Wt
.25 Equation (43)

25Indeed, derivative terms of (43) become
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�
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@~�t
v
�
~�t

� At
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t

= v�
At
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t
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@
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@

@At
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PtAt
Wt

�
1
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�
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@

@~�t
v
�
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W 2
t
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v
�
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� At
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At
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;

�AA =
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� (Wt; Pt; At) =
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@A2t

�
v

�
PtAt
Wt
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1

Wt

�
=

@

@~�t

�
@
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v
�
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Wt
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:
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can be read as,

�
�
�2P
2
+
�2A
2

�
v��~�

2
t �

�
�+ g +

�2P
2
+
�2A
2

�
v�~�t + �v

= (1� �!)
�
�� �!

�
�~�t

� 1+�
1��
�
: (44)

Equation (44) is a Cauchy-Euler equation, which through a change of variables can
be transformed into a constant-coe¢ cient equation. De�ning indeed ~�t � ext, it is true
that

@

@xt
v
�
~�t

�
=
@v
�
~�t

�
@~�t

ext = v�e
xt = v�~�t; (45)

and

@2

@x2t
v
�
~�t

�
=

@2v
�
~�t

�
@~�2t

e2xt + v�
@

@xt
ext

= v��e
2xt + v�e

xt = v��~�
2
t + v�~�t: (46)

Plugging (45) and (46) into Equation (44), it boils down to,

�
�
�2P + �

2
A

2

�
@2

@x2t
v
�
~�t

�
� (�+ g) @

@xt
v
�
~�t

�
+ �v

�
~�t

�
= (1� �!)

�

�p
� �!

�
�

�p
~�t

� 1+�
1��

: (47)

The LHS of (47) is the characteristic equation, which can be solved by �nding the
two roots �1;2,

�1;2 =
1

�2P + �
2
A

�
� (�+ g)�

q
(�+ g)2 + 2� (�2P + �

2
A)

�
: (48)

Given that � (Wt; Pt; At) =
v(~�t)
Wt

, the complementary solution in terms of � (�) has
the following form,

�c (Wt; Pt; At) =

�
�1

����PtAtWt

�����1 + �2 ����PtAtWt

�����2�W�1
t : (49)
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As regards the particular solution, it is used the method of undetermined coe¢ cients.

Given the RHS of (47), a possible solution might assume the form vp = A + B~�
1+�
1��
t .

Constant A and B are then determined as,

A = (1� �!)
�

��p
; (50)

B = �!

�
�

�p

� 1+�
1��
 �

�2P
2
+
�2A
2

��
1 + �

1� �

�2
+ (�+ g)

�
1 + �

1� �

�
� �
!�1

: (51)

The particular solution in terms of � (�) can then be written as,

�p (Wt; Pt; At) = (1� �!)
�

��p

1

Wt

+

� �!
Wt

 
��

�
�2P
2
+
�2A
2

��
1 + �

1� �

�2
� (�+ g)

�
1 + �

1� �

�!�1�
�

�p

PtAt
Wt

� 1+�
1��

:(52)

Since when W ! 1 and/or PtAt ! 0, the length of time until the next wage
adjustment can be made arbitrarily long with probability arbitrarily close to one,26 then
it should be the case that

lim
W!1

[� (Wt; Pt; At)� �p (Wt; Pt; At)] = 0; (53)

lim
PtAt!0

[� (Wt; Pt; At)� �p (Wt; Pt; At)] = 0; (54)

which both require that � should be positive. The general solution is �nally obtained by
the sum of particular solution (52) and complementary one (49),

� (Wt; Pt; At) = (1� �!)
�

�Wt

� �!
Wt

�

�
�
PtAt
Wt

� 1+�
1��

+ �

�
PtAt
Wt

��
1

Wt

;

where � is de�ned as � =
�
��

�
�2P
2
+

�2A
2

� �
1+�
1��
�2 � (�+ g) � 1+�

1��
���1

, whereas � is
a constant to be determined.
To �nd explicitly the optimal wage Wt, it necessary to de�ne a function W (Pt; At)

such that if nominal wages are constant, i.e. dWt (j) = 0, it holds � (W (Pt; At) ; Pt; At) �
0, while if they are increasing, i.e. dWt (j) > 0, the followings are veri�ed,

� (W (Pt; At) ; Pt; At) = 0; (55)

�W (W (Pt; At) ; Pt; At) = 0; (56)

�P (W (Pt; At) ; Pt; At) = 0; (57)

�A (W (Pt; At) ; Pt; At) = 0: (58)

26See Stokey (2006).
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Evaluating then the general solution at W (Pt; At), it holds

(1� �!)
�

�
� (1� �!)��!

�
�

PtAt
Wt (Pt; At)

� 1+�
1��

+ �

�
PtAt

Wt (Pt; At)

��
= 0: (59)

From (56), it holds
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�
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�
2 + � � �
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�

PtAt
Wt (Pt; At)
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�

PtAt
Wt (Pt; At)

��
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(60)
From (57), it holds�
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: (61)

From (58), it holds�
1 + �

1� �
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Wt (Pt; At)

� 1+�
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PtAt

Wt (Pt; At)

��
: (62)

Equations (61) and (62) are equal, while from equations (59) and (60) it is determined
the constant �

�

�
PtAt

Wt (Pt; At)

��
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2

2 + �

��
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:(63)

Plugging (63) into (61) or (62) and then substituting� �
�
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2
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� �
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1��
�2 � (�+ g) � 1+�

1��
���1

and � =
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2
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�
�2 + (�+ g) �, the optimal wage for forward-looking workers is �nally

determined as
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(64)
or alternatively,

Wt (Pt; At) � ~W �
t = c

�
#; ~�2; �; �; �

�
W �
t ; (65)

where
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;
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# � �+ g; ~�2 � �2P + �2A;
and

W �
t = �

�+�
1+� �

1��
1+�
! PtAt:

The optimal nominal wage for non-myopic workers is proportional to the nominal wage
W �
t prevailing without rigidity. The latter can be conveniently recovered by equating

aggregate labor demand (5) with the labor supply (11) provided by myopic workers in
case of positive variations of nominal wages, i.e. dWt > 0. Since c

�
#; ~�2; �; �; �

�
2 [0; 1],

optimal wage ~W �
t , or desired wage following Benigno and Ricci (2010), for workers

aware of the non-negative bound on wage changes is lower than the �exible wage W �
t .

Intuitively, forward-looking workers choose to minimize the increments of nominal wages
in order to reduce the probability that the lower bound binds in the future. The lower
is the growth in nominal wages, the lower is the probability that the constraint is hit
for a given contraction in price or productivity level, and the lower is the probability
that unemployment overshoot its natural level. Like in the case of myopic workers,
the dynamics of optimal wage continues to be driven by the underlying processes of
price and productivity level. Unemployment as well, whenever nominal wages are stuck
to previous period level, continues to follow a geometric Brownian motion with drift
and volatility coe¢ cients given by the combination of in�ation and productivity growth
processes. The unemployment value prevailing when nominal wage adjust upward, i.e.
the natural level of unemployment, is however lower than in the case of myopic workers.
To prove that, the labor demand schedule (5) is �rstly substituted in (65), in order to
detect the employment level prevailing when dWt > 0,

�PtAtL
��1
t = c�

�+�
1+� �

1��
1+�
! PtAt;

or,
~L�t = c

� 1
1���

1
1+��

� 1
1+�

! : (66)

Analogously, the employment level prevailing with myopic workers when dWt > 0, is
recovered by equating the labor demand schedule (5) to the labor supply schedule (11)
evaluated when goods market clears,

�PtAtL
��1
t = �!PtAtL

�+�
t ;

or,

L�t = �
1

1+��
� 1
1+�

! : (67)

Combining then (66) with (67), it holds

~L�t = c
� 1
1��L�t : (68)
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Plugging the labor supply schedule (11) and the equation (68) into (65), the desired
wage can be obtained as,

~W �
t = cW �

t

= c�!PtAt (L
�
t )
�+�

= c1+
�

1���!PtCt

�
c�

1
1��L�t

��
;

or
~W �
t

PtCt
= c1+

�
1���!

�
~L�t

��
:

Therefore the notional labor supply (15) can be then rewritten as

ln (Lnt ) =
1

�

�
1 +

�

1� �

�
ln c+

1

�
ln�! + ln

�
~L�t

�
: (69)

To recover the unemployment rate de�ned as in Gali (2011), i.e. ut � ln (Lnt ) �
ln
�
Ldt
�
, the labor demand lnLdt is subtracted from the both sides of (69)

ut =
1

�

�
1 + � � �
1� �

�
ln c+

1

�
ln�! + ln

�
~L�t

�
� ln

�
Ldt
�

(70)

Whenever nominal wage is equal to the optimal level,Wt = ~W �
t , labor market clears,

i.e. ln
�
~L�t

�
= ln

�
Ldt
�
, and unemployment is equal to its natural level. However, the

natural level of employment level prevailing with forward-looking workers, is lower than
the corresponding one with myopic workers, because � > 1, � < 1 and c 2 [0; 1].
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Tables

Table 1. Dependent variable is the unemployment rate ut. Regressors are the mean
and the standard deviation of CPI for all goods increments (�CPI_m and

�CPI_std), of GDP de�ator increments (�DEF_m and �DEF_std), of nominal
labor compensation increments (�NW_m and �NW_std), of gross value added -
employment ratio increments (�LabProd_m and �LabProd_std). All speci�cations

include intercepts and coe¢ cients on time dummies that are not reported.
p-value<0,01 is de�ned as ***, p-value <0.05 as **, p<0.1.is de�ned as *.
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Table 2. Dependent variable is the unemployment rate ut. Regressors are the mean
and the standard deviation of CPI for all goods increments (�CPI_m and

�CPI_std), of GDP de�ator increments (�DEF_m and �DEF_std), of nominal
labor compensation increments (�NW_m and �NW_std), of total factor

productivity increments (�TFP_m and �TFP_std). All speci�cations include
intercepts and coe¢ cients on time dummies that are not reported. not shown.
p-value<0,01 is de�ned as ***, p-value <0.05 as **, p<0.1.is de�ned as *.
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Table 3. Dependent variable is the unemployment rate ut. Regressors are the mean and
the standard deviation of CPI for all goods increments (�CPI_m and �CPI_std),
of GDP de�ator increments (�DEF_m and �DEF_std), of gross value added -
employment ratio increments (�LabProd_m and �LabProd_std). All speci�cations
include intercepts and coe¢ cients on time dummies that are not reported. not shown.

p-value<0,01 is de�ned as ***, p-value <0.05 as **, p<0.1.is de�ned as *.
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Table 4. Columns show for each country the mean values calculated over 10-year
rolling windows for CPI index in�ation, gdp de�ator index growth and nominal labor
compensation growth respectively. Reference period is 1961-2011. Mean values above

the cross-country median are in bold.
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Table 5. Dependent variable is the unemployment rate ut. Regressors are the mean
and the standard deviation of CPI for all goods increments (�CPI_m and

�CPI_std), of GDP de�ator increments (�DEF_m and �DEF_std), of nominal
labor compensation increments (�NW_m and �NW_std), of gross value added -
employment ratio increments (�LabProd_m and �LabProd_std). The product
terms between previous regressors and in�ation dummies are d�CPI_m and

d�CPI_std for CPI increments dummy, d�DEF_m and d�DEF_std for GDP
de�ator increments dummy, d�NW_m and d�NW_std for labor compensation

increments dummy. The terms d�LabProd_m and d�LabProd_std, which relate the
labor productivity to the in�ation dummy, change according to the measure of
in�ation considered. All speci�cations include intercepts and coe¢ cients on time
dummies that are not reported. not shown. p-value<0,01 is de�ned as ***, p-value

<0.05 as **, p<0.1.is de�ned as *.
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